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How to Think
with Meat

meat noun \ mēt \
1 
f ood; the edible part of something as distinguished from its
covering (such as a husk or shell)
2 flesh; animal tissue considered especially as food
3 the core of something
—Merriam-Webster Dictionary
BY TRAVERSING THROUGH THE HEART OF EMPIRE, and along its meandering
transnational routes, this collection of essays thinks with “meat.” Meat,
we contend, is a critical site, mobile and porous, where multiple political
debates cohere. The twelve essays in this volume serve as a catalyst to open
up conversations about ethics, consumption, science, race, gender, sexuality,
colonialism, and postcolonialism, through a focus on meat. At first glance,
meat seems like a self-evident category. Yet, as w
 ill emerge through this
collection, meat proves to be much more tension-ridden: we explore how,
what, and when objects become meat, the criteria by which diverse objects such as sexualized bodies and edible products may all be rendered
into meat, and the invention of fake, substitute meats and meat-like products. Meat has become the center of a diverse set of politics—food politics,
environmental politics, sexual politics, gender politics, body politics, maternal
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politics, disability politics, class politics, religious politics, international
agronomy, political economy, international law and trade through patents
and trademarks—and it is important to a diverse set of issues such as social justice, vegetarianism, sustainability, climate change, pornography, and
capitalism. Meat, as we discovered, mutates constantly as an object and
thus needs to be studied through divergent scales of place, time, and their
many entanglements. In this volume, we unravel how meat is consumable
flesh, animal, food, a currency for empire; it is mother, oftentimes exotic, a
sexual and racial signifier, a fetish; it can also be fish, vegetable, plant, technology, and a fierce conduit for biopolitics.
The topic of meat has a curious history and has been implicated in diverse
framing mechanisms when thinking about animals, gender, sexuality, race,
transnational orbits, bodies, and materiality. As a frame for consumable
flesh, meat is often assumed to be dead, without agency or a voice to scream
out its name. Thus, heterogeneity is collapsed u
 nder the universal equivocation of meat; sexuality and gender positioning are subsumed under its
politics, and so are the violent histories of racism, slavery, misogyny, colonialism, and imperialism. We usually invoke meat to talk about a hunk of
steak, women as meat, and objects, lives, conditions, divorced from social
agency. But curiously, the ambit for meat keeps increasing the further we
choose to see. Authors in this volume trace the transit of frozen meat, manifold technologies of making meat, becoming meat, eating meat, and bodies
rendered meat through governance, sociality, and economics as the essays
on beef bans, yoga, chicken, pig, and fish demonstrate. As we move through
frontiers, oceans, and bodies, human and nonhuman, we encounter a rolling horizon that constitutes meat. However, it is important to underline
that we do not say that everything is meat. Rather, we delve into the politics
of becoming meat. As successive chapters in this book demonstrate, we
are concerned with what and who becomes meat; the rendering of meat
highlights configurations of political economy, identity, and technologies of
power. The book aims to work t oward fathoming some of t hese technologies, traveling with it, and showcasing its workings.
We approach “meat” as politics, a site for transnational flows, colonial
circuits, and varied mediated significations of gender, race, and class. Drawing from colonial and postcolonial studies, transnational analysis, feminist
science studies, queer theory, critical race theory, animal studies, and disability studies, this volume aims to push conversations in animal studies,
food studies, and eco-analyses toward the volatile and power-saturated
meaning of meat, an understanding of meat as a signifier of power. These
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transdisciplinary mediations help draw out the potential interconnections
and sites of political solidarity.
Contemporary politics is rife with activism around meat. For example,
at the last Climate Change Summit in Paris, activists made a plea for less
meat consumption. Paul McCartney tweeted “Less Meat = Less Heat.”1 New
dietary guidelines announced in January 2016 in the United States recommended less meat for boys and men.2 The growing sexual politics around
anti-meat, grounded in ecological and ethical considerations, has been
construed as “feminized” and unleashed its own backlash in movements
such as meat (Meat Eaters Alliance Transnational), “Mankind for the Ethical Treatment of Humans,” and dedicated to “the preservation and inhalation of meat and meat related products.”3 Missing from these conversations
are questions of what constitutes meat. How do we respond to a global
phenomenon such as climate change when keeping to local and straitjacket
framings of meat? By widening the conversations about what constitutes
meat, we highlight how the push and pull in conversations around meat
move with a curious arrogance that seems to know the meat it talks about,
notwithstanding the transmediations in every body and configuration: po
litical, geographical, economic, and material. By highlighting the politics of
what constitutes meat, we seek to draw out its varied constructions based
on social exigencies, disciplinary framings, and economic rationalities.
Through the push and pull in conversations around meat and its many
complexities born through capitalist, racialized, and patriarchal structures,
we would like to frame the environmental consequences of a meat-eating
culture, the ecological catastrophes that revolve around it. The rise of meat-
eating and production among emerging economies has been accompanied
by a racist backlash and global anxiety about its accompanying ecological damage. Anti-meat activists highlight the unprecedented greenhouse
emissions and unsustainable levels of pollutants in air, w
 ater, and land; the
spread of new kinds of viruses and bacteria; and myriad other environmental consequences that meat production entails. Not all meat has the same
environmental consequences, and oftentimes eating beef is named as a
major problem. But, as we shall see, these anxieties and accusations are embroiled in problematic global politics. While the environmental damages
are indeed real, the renewed focus on the Third World as the site of ecological degradation is striking, especially since many of these regions are on the
front lines of the devastation of climate change. As the essays in this volume
show, growing ecological consideration should contextualize our understandings of anti-meat politics, as we theorize its complex e ntanglements
INTRODUCTION
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with global capitalism, including the rise of the technological innovations
such as genetically modified organisms, and the emergence of fake meat.
This volume contributes to environmental conversations around meat and
its consequences, by signaling the importance of taking account of race,
gender, empire, and power politics in rendering meat a consumable object.
We beckon toward a larger picture, one that takes into account flows and
forms, transits and consumption, beef bans and body politics, hog waste
and xenotransplantation, to be able to build the conversation around consequences with deepened responsibility and an understanding about how
different bodies are involved as meat. As conversations around environmental racism and the increase of toxicity have emphasized, we cannot presume homogeneous effects when framing these conversations, and thus we
endeavor to draw attention t oward power configurations on a transnational
scale in order to inspire forms of action that are attentive to histories of
colonialisms, racisms, ableism, and sexisms that frame “meat.”
Meat is a quintessentially global object. We contend that in contemporary
global politics, meat has emerged as a useful site where multiple ideologies,
politics, and actions cohere. Meat changes in meaning as we travel through
the world across territorial, political, cultural, and academic disciplines. An
illustrative case of meat’s changing meaning-play are the potent politics
of the recent bans on beef-eating in certain regions of India. As several of
the essays in this volume allude to, these bans cannot really be counted
as a democratic insurgency toward vegetarianism, pacifism, or an anticapitalist ethos, targeted as it is toward religious antagonisms, revitalizing ideas
of Hindu supremacy, and class-based politics. With the rise of religious
intolerance, we see stark examples of how the politics of meat is tied to
the politics of religious communalism, class interests, regionalism, ethnic
and racial politics, and political party agenda-setting. Colonial expansion
across the globe had its own politics of meat through widespread transportation of frozen meat, or in the introduction of new meats to territories
around the world.4 Much of colonialism transpired through the affective,
the disgust in what the “other” chose to eat. As Parama Roy writes, “the stomach served as a kind of somatic political unconscious in which the phantasmagoria of colonialism came to be embodied.”5 Roy looks at the “alimentary
habitus” as central to the colonial encounter.6
Meat also allows us to trace the postcolonial condition through its “alimentary habitus,” through the stomach, arteries, flesh, senses, in communion with different spaces, through mobile transnational trajectories and
border crossings. Aptly, Donna Haraway reminds us, “Follow the chicken
Sushmita Chatterjee & Banu Subramaniam

and find the world.”7 Understanding the routes of animal trade, dietary habits, food economics, avian flu and bioterrorism, labor, ecological politics,
and bodies requires an understanding of meat. Indeed, meat is mediated
through complex power relations of nation, gender, sexuality, race, class,
disability, and empire, all of which need to be understood in their temporal framings. Our volume w
 ill engage with its transnational politics or the
ways through which place and time territorialize and deterritorialize conceptions of what constitutes “meat.”
Through different essays, this volume presents the astonishing range of
issues, ideologies, and politics that cohere around meat globally. Rather
than claiming “global” representation in the choice of subjects and issues
surrounding meat, our volume looks at different spaces critically—the
geopolitical framings of meat. The attention to geopolitics highlights connections and the interweaving of issues as they travel the world. To some, it
will seem that our essays are curiously centered on South Asia, and specifically India. While our own intellectual and affective histories likely play a
part, we believe that it is important to trace meat through its colonial histories, and the focus on South Asia enables us to showcase how deeply implicated meat is with colonial, anticolonial, regional, religious, and cultural
politics of the subcontinent.
The various essays in the volume highlight the deeply resonant and
fraught place of meat and its framing through local and global confluences.
Thus, by signaling the power politics and varied stratifications premised on
meat, we present glimpses into the shifting terrains of transnationalism,
that is, how different communities of belonging are created and re-created
through the emphasis on meat. We are attentive to the politics of framing
a region as singular or monolithic as, for example, in South Asia. Thus, we
complicate the construction of a region by pointing out the confluence of
myriad forces, international and national, that frame an issue, and we work
with a transnational methodology to pry open the politics surrounding
the creation of nations and communities. Our attention to the recent beef
bans in India reflects this methodology. We think together about how meat
works as a conduit in transnational politics to showcase the creation of
borders and the figuration of cohesive communities that refuse to be contaminated by meat-eating. By coalescing around a particular region, and
critically engaging with it, we work toward illuminating the politics traversing transnational geographies and the mapping of bodies and spaces.
Meat is not easily categorized. It is not merely a singular object, sign,
symbol, or one that embodies a unitary, local, or singular politics. Rather,
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we understand it as a “meta” object of sorts that reveals the various nodes
that connect meat; it brings together and reveals the multiplicities, complexities, and contradictions of contemporary politics. A quick perusal of
 ill engage with include: How do we define “meat”?
the topics our authors w
For example, is fish meat? How does fake, “bloody” vegan meat challenge
our conception of meat? How do we queer veganism? Does a petri dish
hamburger constitute meat? How do we make meaning of some of the varied transnational and cultural meanings of meat across the globe? How do
the legacies of colonialism and empire endure in the contemporary politics
of meat? How does meat figure in ethnic identity politics? Why are so many
disgusted at consuming h
 uman milk, while they consume the milk of other
animals unproblematically? When does cow’s milk become a trope for nationalist politics or ecofeminist politics? How does meat-eating change in
the context of postnuclear violence? What do North American indigenous
relations tell us about eating meat and interspecies relationships? How is
chicken connected to the politics of respectability for African American
men? Different from the flesh of animals as meat, what are conditions u
 nder
which the sacrifice of human flesh stands for hospitality and gift-giving?
How do we respond to technologized, painless meat? How does the politics
of beef-eating connect to yoga? What does following the pig tell us about
race, gender, biotechnology, and empire? What is the relation between ash
and meat? This is a large list, we admit—a veritable smorgasbord of issues,
topics, methods, methodologies, histories, genealogies, and circuits! But
that they all cohere around meat highlights the significance of meat as an
object of inquiry. All these conversations remain productively haunted by
the selective malleability and rigidity of what constitutes meat as it travels
the world and its varied ethical imports.
Understanding meat as an assemblage of race, gender, sexuality, nationality, and disability means noticing the curious companionship of antagonistic ideologies. Despite the assertive declaration that “meat is bad” made
by individuals and parties on different sides of the ideological spectrum
such as vegan studies scholars, the Hindu right, ecological activists on climate justice, and others, we see a surprising lacuna in these conversations
about what constitutes meat. Carol Adams’s critique of meat as a homogeneous term based on an “absent referent” remains important in signaling
unthinking consumption, lack of knowledge as to the origin of the flesh,
and its sexual politics.8 Maybe understanding meat has to grapple with
this unknowability, its expanding constitutions and arterial flows. Meat as
matter and political signifier has fascinating histories through space and
Sushmita Chatterjee & Banu Subramaniam

time, whether seen in the significance of dead animals as trophies, mutinies over eating pig or cow, how curry travels the world, McDonald’s happy
global family, or the increasing popularity of sushi as healthy food.9 This
volume looks at the entangled nature of conversations on meat and their
mediated boundaries. We study meat through different spaces and time
periods to reflect on what Elspeth Probyn terms “alimentary assemblages.”
As Probyn writes, “Now, beyond a model of inside and out, we are alimentary assemblages, bodies that eat with vigorous class, ethnic and gendered
appetites, mouth machines that ingest and regurgitate, articulating what
we are, what we eat and what eats us.”10
Meat as alimentary assemblage is at the heart of contemporary debates
in multiple fields. It can open up conversations in food studies and animal
studies toward new and interesting directions. The growing popularity of
animal studies on questions of binaries between human and animal, the
nature of humanism, the status of nonhuman animals, animals in art and
culture, anthropomorphism, and other questions has received a dizzying
level of attention.11 Some would even like to think of animal studies as divided into subgroups such as “critical animal studies, human–animal studies, and posthumanism.”12 The rich literature in animal studies has opened
up different disciplines to their exclusions and investments in the “human,”
inspiring multiple transdisciplinary conversations on animality and animals. In addition, it has grown through critiques of its own exclusions
with regard to topics of concern, areas of study, and critical deciphering
of who is the “animal” and the “human” in animal studies—positions laced
with power. For instance, Julie Livingston and Jasbir Puar succinctly point
out that “much of posthumanist thought as well as animal studies suffers
from an often unmarked Euro-American focus and through that, ironically,
a philosophical resuscitation of the status of ‘the h
 uman’ as a transparent
category.”13
The volume also highlights the relationship of meat to food studies.
The various essays highlight how “taste” is critically modulated through
cultural, environmental, ethical, and technological landscapes. Moreover,
the connections between animal studies and food studies are obvious, but
they are oftentimes separated as different and distinct forums, journals,
programs, and scholarly endeavors. Food studies, like animal studies, has
evolving frames and pursuits on questions of food access, food sovereignty,
the cultural politics of food, histories of food, and many other concerns. In
critical engagement with food studies, Kyla Wazana Tompkins urges us to
consider “critical eating studies” rather than food studies with its investment
INTRODUCTION
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on an object as “By reading orificially, critical eating studies theorizes a
flexible and circular relation between the self and the social world.”14 Moreover, Henry Buller and Emma Roe draw our attention to the dissociations
between “food” and “animals,” and urge an integrative analysis.15 They point
out that “contemporary food and animal studies share a certain preoccupation with alterity and with it, a febrile engagement with ethics.”16 Engaging in these conversations on eating, food, animal, h
 uman, and differences,
meat seeks to inspire conversations between animal studies, food studies,
critical eating studies, feminist and queer theory, and environmental analyses
to study the alimentary assemblages of flesh, climate change, technology,
taste, desire, environmental justice, and many other pressing concerns
of our times. Meat is food. It is animal. It is also h
 uman. Meat is eaten.
Sometimes it is sacrificed without being eaten. It is tied to technology. It
could also be vegetable. By drawing attention to interstitial connections,
meat’s maverick politics gnaws at the borders of programmable methods
of inquiry.
Overall, this volume w
 ill constitute a unique intervention in thinking
about animals, food, eating, and environmental issues, for many reasons.
First, meat could be either dead or alive, and thinking about meat has to
reckon with “animacies.” As Mel Y. Chen writes, “Considering differential
 atter when ‘life’ versus ‘death’
animacies becomes a particularly critical m
binary oppositions fail to capture the affectively embodied ways that racializations of specific groups are differentially rendered.”17 Chen’s critical intervention in animal studies makes us reconsider binaries between
animate and inanimate, dead and alive. Meat continues this conversation
through transnational trails, land and ocean bodies, toxic meat, hospitality and flesh, fake meat, xenotransplantation, meat technologies, and other
issues. Second, it is important to emphasize the transnational focus of our
volume. A transnational understanding of meat is indispensable in enabling
analysis that moves beyond one-dimensional framings that, even in their
critique of meat-eating, remain embroiled in making others meat through
an ignorance of how bodies move in the world. For instance, how would
vegan studies respond to the beef ban in different parts of India where
outlawing meat, contrary to its meaning in some other parts of the world,
stands for communalism, caste, and class violence? Invoking Jacques
Derrida, it is important to understand that “One never eats entirely on
one’s own: this constitutes the rule underlying the statement, ‘One must eat
well.’ ”18 Working with transnationalism necessitates an understanding of
complicity and contamination between varied bodies and nations; thereby
Sushmita Chatterjee & Banu Subramaniam

we also situate analysis of transnationalism within nations, not simply international, as attention to indigenous relations necessitate. Third, studying meat necessitates a transdisciplinary orientation that would simulta
neously de-discipline itself in order to move beyond prescribed borders.
An understanding of meat in its diffused, malleable, changing connotations
would add greatly to conversations in the fields that often remain stuck on
static ideas of animal, vegetable, space, and time despite many attempts to maneuver otherwise. We hope that Meat! will act as a useful catalyst through
these spaces.
Organization of the Anthology

The volume is organized into twelve essays. We start with Elspeth Probyn’s
essay, “When Fish Is Meat: Transnational Entanglements,” which explores
the framing of fish as meat, as white meat, or even as “chicken of the sea.”
Showcasing the insidious entanglements of fish with the politics of race,
the north plundering the seas of the south, fascination for white-fleshed
fish, eating fish more than a hundred years old, and many other insights,
the essay draws analyses of “relatedness” further, through webs of colonialisms, sexual and racial imaginations of the north and south, and how fish
swim through and get embroiled within t hese regimes of power. The north
very much controls the market in terms of taste and naming, or even being
practitioners of what counts as sustainable fishing practices. Inspiring our
imaginations through deep waters, the essay helps us fathom the rolling
borders of sea, fish, animal, and meat through the framing of the transnational politics of fish as meat.
Irina Aristarkhova’s essay, titled “Eating the Mother,” pries open questions about cannibalism by analyzing the “mother as food.” Aristarkhova
looks at Jess Dobkin’s exhibit The Lactation Station Breast Milk Bar to analyze what constitutes food as liquid, solid, m
 other, self, and milk. She asks:
“Is the mother food? And if the mother is food, then what kind of food:
meat, drink, solid, liquid?” By provocatively positioning how we are all cannibals from birth, the essay moves the analysis of cannibalism toward the
mother’s body and drinking milk. In fact, as the author argues, life is actualized by eating the mother. The mother is meat and drink offering food
to the life that she sustains. Questions of incorporation, digestion, gestation, reproduction, and other bodily co-becomings frame the analysis in
this essay toward an understanding of meat that is often rendered invisible,
like the mother.
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Jennifer A. Hamilton, in her essay “Reindeer and Woolly Mammoths:
The Imperial Transit of Frozen Meat from the North American Arctic,”
studies meat’s entanglement within the politics of indigeneity and imperialism. By studying frozen meat in transit alongside the circulation of images
and its racialized politics, the essay discusses how understanding “transits”
is indispensable toward fathoming the global food supply line amid colonial and imperial processes. Brief interludes allow the author to draw out
the connections between the figure of the Eskimo, meat, and its relation
to “civilization” through consumption of whale blubber and specific animal products, and other images that centralize the framing of indigeneity
alongside technologies of freezing and the consumption of meat. As the
author points out, “I have traced how seemingly disparate phenomena—
woolly mammoths and reindeer, canned meat and breakfast cereal, racial
science and its nonhuman familiars—operate as nodes in the imperial transit of frozen meat.”
Sushmita Chatterjee, in “Beefing Yoga: Meat, Corporeality, and Politics,”
invokes the transnational spread of yoga and the national beef bans spreading through many states of India. Urging us to discern stratagems of politics, the essay looks to extend conversations about “trans-corporeality” as
coined by Stacy Alaimo, to understand the craft of politics and thereby situate “meat at the heart of government politics.” The author asks: “What do
beef and yoga as ‘meat’ tell us about a transnational body politic?” Comparing, contrasting, and showcasing the entangled nature of the beef bans and
the emphasis on yoga, the essay uses the image of body politics to frame
meat as politics. The essay emphasizes the opposing and incalculable pulls
that frame body politics in transnational times, and its unforeseeable effects.
Through an emphasis on “mischievous trans-corporeality,” the essay unravels
statecraft that works through meat.
Anita Mannur’s essay, “Eating after Chernobyl: Slow Violence and Reindeer Consumption in the Postnuclear Age,” examines “exotic” meat in the
context of postnuclear violence. Specifically engaging with reindeer meat,
the essay studies the entanglements of the right to food, environmental justice, indigeneities, and what constitutes local and exotic food. By drawing
our attention to various locales, from Jungle Jim’s in Cincinnati to London’s
Borough Market, New Nordic cuisine and its spreading through Finland,
Iceland, Greenland, and Sami herders in Scandinavia, the essay interrogates
questions connected to culinary framings and its politics. Mannur showcases the many erasures in framings of local meat as safe and without
contamination, and frames how in our attention to fetishizing the local
Sushmita Chatterjee & Banu Subramaniam

we forget the transnational effects of nuclear catastrophes, which makes
thinking of pure local food or meat a naïve proposition inattentive to the
many forms of violence.
In “Romancing the Pig: A Queer Crip Tale from Barbecue to Xenotransplantation,” Kim Q. Hall writes about entanglements between barbecue,
xenotransplantation, queerness, and disability, which formulate an intimate politics of empire. As Hall writes, “My focus on romancing the pig
aims to get to the heart of the m
 atter about the materialization of the
pig as a biopolitical site of a transnational politics that circulates beneath
the skin and distinguishes between self and other in discourses of health,
disability, and belonging.” By critically engaging with frontiers, borders, and
territorial movements between and through bodies, skins, and waste, the
essay frames how pigs “become meat.” Contesting notions of purity in meat
and in politics, the essay contextualizes the racism and ableism sweeping
through much of what becomes meat. Contesting romanticized notions of
meat, and romancing the pig by deconstructing its usages, politics, and ethics, the essay foregrounds the “messy hybridities that make up bodies and
worlds.”
Parama Roy’s essay, titled “On Being Meat: Three Parables on Sacrifice
and Violence,” uses three parables from early modern England, ancient
Indic, and contemporary India to decipher varied frames of carnivory in
relation to human self-sacrifice. These examples of human edibility and interspecies sacrifice instantiated for the flourishing of nonhuman life signal
toward an “ethics not wholly governed by anthropocentrism.” Taking up
varied instances of “killability” in human bodies as different from animal
life, which has dominated discussions, the essay points toward instances
where flesh and life are separated as such, and the differences between consumption of flesh and sacrifice of flesh. For instance, Roy narrates instances
of gift-giving that involve giving one’s ears, eyes, hands, and other parts
of the body, as seen in Buddhist literature. The gifts, as Roy illustrates, are
“composed simultaneously of flesh and spirit,” and constitute a “sacrifice of
the bloody animal sacrifice demanded by Brahmanical ritual.” It thus constitutes the “sacrifice of sacrifice.” And, in this moment of self-sacrifice and
becoming meat, the body is transformed into a higher being and qualifies
to become Buddha.
In “ ‘I Hide in Plain Sight’: Food and Black Masculinity in Vince Gilligan’s
Breaking Bad,” Psyche Williams-Forson examines representations of black
masculinity through meat, especially chicken. Through a close reading of
the character of Gus, Williams-Forson demonstrates the close association
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between black men and chicken used to affirm and play against stereo
typical framings. As the author points out, “chicken is used to shield as
much as it is used to highlight Gus’s blackness, his masculinity, and his
performances of respectability.” Gus works at keeping his illegal activities
hidden by using chicken, and it is this mechanism that enables him to be
a respectable actor. The author demonstrates the intricate workings of the
politics of meat in identity work, among black men in this case, to showcase
the myriad ways through which it works. While chickens are used to ste
reotypically portray black men and women and with racist tones, chickens
are also used by black men and women to affirm themselves and to subvert
the status quo of one-dimensional associations.
Neel Ahuja, in “On Phooka: Beef, Milk, and the Framing of Animal Cruelty in Late Colonial Bengal,” writes about dairy practices in the context of
cow blowing. Ahuja writes about the reverence bestowed on the cow as
mother by Hindu nationalism, and the colonial state with its animal welfare
policing. The construction of “the bovine question,” Ahuja argues, helps us
understand the continuation of cow protection vigilance and its rhetoric.
As the author writes, “In its uneven representation of human–bovine intimacies, the colonial archive—especially legislative debates and administrative memoranda concerning animal welfare and dairying practices—offers
a path for rethinking the disjunction of beef and dairy that guides most
historiography of cow protection.” By drawing our attention to the practice of phooka and intense debates surrounding it in colonial Bengal, this
essay helps frame animal welfare policing around practices of witnessing
 thers.
that help validate claims of certain forms of cruelty, while obscuring o
Angela Willey’s essay, titled “Fake Meat: A Queer Commentary,” uses
the means of autobiography to queer vegan food and fake meat. Framing
the “sexual politics of meat” in terms of queer vegan politics, this essay
draws us through storytelling practices, the practices and pleasures of place
and identity working in what constitutes meat, and the author’s own narrative in making meaning of the confluence of events, relations, and people
that cross her life and thinking about meat. Framing the issue of fake meat
around sexual ethics, and with sparkling humor, Willey writes, “we might
yet queer veganism by cultivating a far richer lexicon for practices of undermining cultures of killability.”
In “The Ethical Impurative: Elemental Frontiers of Technologized Meat,”
Banu Subramaniam explores the purity politics in religious frames around
the beef bans in India, and the technological imperatives of making safe
meat separate from the ethical, political, and ecological concerns around
Sushmita Chatterjee & Banu Subramaniam

eating “real” meat. Questioning the ethics and the purity politics around
categories of meat, vegetable, plant, technology, and religious politics,
Subramaniam writes, “I worry that ethics is not the best frame through
which to examine the politics of food.” Confronting categories believed to
be pristine and pure, the essay challenges the meaning of meat and its effects. By inviting readers into her own personal history, the author bridges
conversations on meat between the personal, political, technological, and
ethical. Dispelling myths of a vegetarian India, the essay traces the horrific
violence surrounding beef bans in India. Concomitantly, we also notice the
ironic proliferation of new technologies, “technologies of harm reduction,”
which muddy the borders between categories of meat and plants and “de-
animalize the animal.” By drawing attention to and prying open questions
of “purity” surrounding meat, the author presents analyses in food and animal studies with a provocative impetus.
In an afterword, Mel Y. Chen in “Fire and Ash” reckons with the politics
of meat by noting that “meat is a truly weird thing” that connotes substance
and “nonintegrity” through widely varied meaning-plays. By noting how
meat and air work environmentally, in tandem, and coagulate with fire and
ash, Chen urges us to think through the “interconnectedness” of bodies,
meat, air, and ash, noting all the while that “they are not the same ash.”
Indeed, thinking with meat, “How to enflesh this air-meat’s nonintegrity?”
Conclusion

Overall, in considering meat as a transnational object, our attention to
transnationalism works with varied mappings. Meat, h
 ere, does not simply
displace the universal Western human critiqued as the bias of animal studies and food studies. Instead, we study mappings, transits, and movements
to understand the slippery oscillations between nationalism and transnationalism; we track nationalism’s ability to rear its head stubbornly over and
over again; and we trace the multiple, intersecting transnationalisms even
within nationalisms. We traverse with our analyses from global oceans to
cellular levels when studying fish as meat or xenotransplantation. Attention
to mappings has to reckon with their constructed nature, with technologies of intervention, and the constant oscillations of time. With attention to
mappings, the essays in this volume study contemporary uses and forms of
meat, alongside examples from the past, cognizant of the fugitive mobility
of time in keeping intact and changing formulations of meat. We look anew
at constructions of “local” and “global,” through examinations of transits of
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frozen meat and the transportation of exotic meat. Technologies of meat in
terms of real or fake meat enable us to study its configuration from laboratories to farms, queer sexual politics, and body politics. Continuing the
conversations on “entanglements,” “intimacies,” and “viscous porosity,” this
compilation of essays studies framings of meat through empire and imperialism with a serious attention to mappings and their undoing in space and
time.19
In addition, the question of ethics—the “right” and/or “wrong”—remains
a vexing problem for most of the essays. Rather than a quick denunciation,
 nder review, we work with
which loses the many nuances in the questions u
ethics as a mode of understanding entanglements and curious similarities and differences that prevent an easy solution. When becoming meat is
also tantamount to becoming Buddha, how do we stake a morally higher
ground on all forms of meat? When fake meat could signal a queering of
veganism, is there a straight response? When yoga and the beef bans are
connected, and yoga also helps millions around the world, should we practice selective appropriation? What is pure meat, and how do we reckon
with its contaminations and retain a pure ethics? Is t here an ethics beyond
anthropocentrism? Multiple questions jostle for attention through this volume, its collage demanding thinking with complexity about the multihued
politics of meat. As we hope to demonstrate in this volume, it is important
to “Think with Meat,” and how we do it has to be attentive to power relations: geopolitics, gender, sexuality, race, and empire, among o
 thers.
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within anthropocentric hierarchies of privilege. But if Jonson’s poem
suggests in its details that anthropocentric privilege rests upon uncertain
 uman or superhuman sacrifice for
ground, the examples that showcase h
rather than of the animal attest that such privilege is not easily banished or
superseded either. The Bodhisattva’s virile self-sacrifice on behalf of non
human beneficiaries seems on occasion to be prompted as much by his own
yearning for sacrifice as by the needs of those to whom he offers his flesh or
other parts of his body. In any event, it is his capacity to render himself as
meat that seals him in his status as an enlightened being, translated above
mere mortals like animals or even other humans. In contrast, Bishnoi forms
of sacrifice for and nurture of the animal, especially in the everyday form
of suckling, seem to be exempt from the logics of human supremacism and
heroic spiritual elevation. Yet even such a hospitable vision of interspecies
care is not without its caste-marked limits, given its hierarchies of (pure)
vegetarian animals worth saving and (impure) carnivorous ones that must
be guarded against.
The point of such an exercise in parabolic concatenation is not necessarily to establish hierarchies of nonanthropocentric virtue, or indeed to
proclaim that all endeavors at guarding against anthropocentric hierarchy
must necessarily meet their limits. That the latter is true is undeniable; yet
knowing this does not exempt us from striving toward this goal. At the
same time, what constitutes a departure from anthropocentrism needs always to be subject to skeptical investigation. The point of examining both
the scenarios of naturalized carnivory and t hose of anticarnivorous advocacy is to develop a certain modesty about presuming too quickly that we
know what the meanings are of meat, anthropocentric privilege, or the sacrifice of animal sacrifice.
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